
a three-strip design a fineline designa plank – a single-strip design

An engineered construction of three-layer pre-finished wood flooring: 

3-layer prefinished parquet is a parquet, made 100% of wood, with the perfect combination 
of aesthetic and practical values.  From ecological point of view this parquet is irreproachable and health 
friendly.  The original parquet appearance and natural texture of wood can be found in it. Installation and 
renovation could not be easier, since this parquet can be installed floating, with “click” system.  If the planks 
are not glued on the surface, it is possible to disassemble it and use it again in another room.  

High quality of 3-layer parquet is the result of advanced technology and constant control of production 
process. The perfect usage and durability parameters, the appropriate thickness, the number of varnish 
layers as well as the resistance all determine the uniqueness of the 3-layer parquet. The elimination of glue 
significantly shortens the assembling time. 

The stability and firmness of the junction of individual floorboards are guaranteed by original click system. 
It withstands the strongest stresses among individual elements of the flooring at the same time being easy 
to disassemble. 3-layer parquet consists of three layers of natural wood, permanently connected by means 
of the ecological adhesive-bonded joint. The decorative layer of the product is sanded down and covered 
seven times with varnish finishing layers (acryl putty, acyl priming paint, ecological acryl varnish hardened 
with UV rays) or with natural oil. 

3-layer 
 prefinished parquet

speed of installation 
simplicity of installation
lifespan / durability 
attractive prices  
under floor heating
product range
possibility of refinishing 
warmth / character



2 layers of acrylic surface varnish hardened 
with UV rays

3 layers of acrylic, primer varnish hardened 
with UV rays

acrylic putty hardened with UV rays

ground layer hardened with UV rays

surface layer (3,5 mm)

medium-transverse layer (8 mm), coniferous 
wood
bottom layer (3,5 mm), coniferous wood

Plank section

CLICK

Thanks to the click system this parquet is easy to install, 
without special tools or knowledge. Provides quick and clean 
assembly without use of glue. Possibility of easy disassem-
bling if necessary (change of flat, thorough renovation, etc). 
Damaged board can be easily replaced with new one. 

Select grade – allows sound knots up to 8 mm and dark knots op to 2 mm in diameter (no clusters). It allows 
minimum differences in coloration and grain pattern without any sapwood.
Natural grade – a richer floor with more variation. The size of the knots is not limited, unless they affect the 
stability of the wood. Possible cracked knots can be filled with wood putty. This grade allows greater colour 
and grain pattern variations as well as thinner strips of sapwood. Stains are not allowed.
Rustic grade – a very vibrant selection full of character with obvious variations in colour and grain pattern. 
The size of knots is unlimited, unless they compromise the stability of boards. Possible cracked knots can 
be filled with wood putty. This grade allows healthy sapwood.

Grades of wood flooring related to the look of the top 



This type of flooring proves to be the most classic three-layer flooring. Despite the larger board dimensions (length 
cca. 2000 mm and width cca. 200 mm), these feature the closest resemblance to the classic solid wood flooring. The 
wear layer of each individual board is composed of three rows of strips.

OAK EXTRA OAK SELECT OAK NATURAL OAK RUSTIC 

OAK ANTIC OAK NATURAL, WHITE 
WASHED 

OAK SELECT, WHITE WASHED OAK RED OILED 

OAK GRENOBLE, BRUSHED, 
SMOKED, NATURAL OILED 

OAK EDINBURGH, BRUSHED, 
SMOKED, NATURAL OILED 

BEECH EXTRA  

BEECH SELECT BEECH NATURAL  BEECH RUSTIC BEECH NATURAL HONEY 

OAK CHAMONIX, BRUSHED, 
WHITE WASH, NATURAL 

3-LAYER PREFINISHED PARQUET - three strip

SUITABLE

2200/2250 x 190/207 x 15 mm

CLICK



BEECH STAMED SELECT  BEECH STAMED NATURAL BEECH STAMED RUSTIC BEECH STAMED ANTIC 

ASH EXTRA  ASH SELECT ASH NATURAL ASH SELECT WHITE WASHED 

ASH NATURAL WHITE 
WASHED 

ASH BRANDY ASH MOKKA  MAPLE SELECT 

MAPLE NATURAL CHERRY AMERICAN SELECT CHERRY AMERICAN NATURAL CHERRY NATURAL 



This type of flooring proves to be the most classic three-layer flooring. Despite the larger board dimensions (length 
cca. 2000 mm and width cca. 200 mm), these feature the closest resemblance to the classic solid wood flooring. The 
wear layer of each individual board is composed of three rows of strips.

3-LAYER PREFINISHED PARQUET - three strip

ALDER SELECT MAPLE CANADIAN SELECT MAPLE CANADIAN NATURAL ACACIA STAMED 

HORNBEAM WALNUT AMERICAN NATU-
RAL 

WALNUT BIRCH SELECT 

KEMPAS SELECT JATOBA SELECT WENGE SELECT PANGA PANGA SELECT 

TEAK SELECT DOUSSIE SELECT MERBAU SELECT PADOUK SELECT 

SUITABLE

2200/2250 x 190/207 x 15 mm

CLICK



BAMBOO LIGHT HORIZONTAL BAMBOO DARK HORIZONTAL BAMBOO LIGHT VERTIKAL BAMBOO DARK VERTIKAL 

SAPELLI NATURAL MAHAGONI SELECT ALOMA SELECT HEVEA SELECT 

MUTENYE TALI IROKO SELECT 



1860/2085 x 135/189 x 14/15 mm

Country style, traditional boards, classic hardwood flooring – all these are terms used for wood floorings to which 
the closest in its appearance is the three-layer construction, the top layer consisting of a single piece of wood. These 
types of flooring construction are generally specified as three-layer single-strip boards.

3-LAYER PREFINISHED PARQUET - one strip

OAK NATURAL OAK SELECT OAK BRUSHED RUSTIC OAK RUSTIC 

OAK RUSTIC, WHITE OILED OAK BRUSHED COUNTRY ASH NATURAL MAPLE NATURAL 

BEECH NATURAL WALNUT AMERICAN NATURAL  CHERRY AMERICAN NATURAL WALNUT NATURAL 

DOUSSIE NATURAL KEMPAS NATURAL MERBAU NATURAL JATOBA NATURAL 

CLICK



2200 x 190 x 15 mm

WENGE NATURAL PANGA PANGA NATURAL TEAK NATURAL 

3-LAYER PREFINISHED PARQUET - fineline

Fineline design flooring is characterized by narrow strips, which gives your floor a unique lively look. You can 
choose among the following wood species: 

OAK BEECH MAPLE WALNUT AMERICAN 

CHERRY AMERICAN KEMPAS MERBAU HEVEA 

CLICK


